
 

Statement of Compliance with the QCA Corporate Governance Code 
 
Chairman's Introduction  
Brady provides solutions to commodity and energy customers which fix their problems and enable them 
to realise their opportunities. Our systems are critical to our customers and are at the heart of their 
businesses. We are committed to “Keeping our Customers ahead of the curve through innovative 
software solutions and the quality of our people”. This commitment is driven by three key Brady Values: 
Trust, Collaboration and Innovation, which are the guidelines of our business activity and are the driving 
forces behind everything that we do.  
The Board believes that corporate governance is more than just a set of guidelines; rather it is a 
framework which underpins the core values for running the business in which we all believe. It is the 
Board’s responsibility to ensure that the Company’s strategy is aligned to the interests of our investors 
and takes account of all the interests of the Company’s stakeholders.  
Effective corporate governance is based on honesty, integrity and transparency, and is best realised 
within an environment of open and effective discussion. This is the culture we foster at Brady.   
The Board believes that effective corporate governance, appropriate to Brady considering its size and 
stage of development, will assist in the delivery of corporate strategy, the generation of shareholder 
value and the safeguarding of stakeholders’ long-term interests.  
 
Ian Jenks 
Executive Chairman 
 
 
Corporate governance regime 
In 2014 the Group adopted the 2013 Quoted Companies Alliance Corporate Governance Code for Small 
and Midsized Quoted Companies (the “2013 QCA Code”) and has followed this for the past four years. 
In 2018 the QCA issued a revised code, the Quoted Companies Alliance (‘QCA’) Corporate Governance 
Code (the “QCA Code”). 
The Board has adopted the QCA Code in line with the London Stock Exchange’s recent changes to the 
AIM Rules for Companies, requiring all AIM-listed companies to adopt and comply with a recognised 
corporate governance code, this Statement of Compliance follows the structure of the QCA Code and 
explains broadly both how we have applied the guidance and how we comply at this point in time. We 
will provide annual updates on our compliance with the QCA Code. 
 
 

 
Principle 1: Establish a strategy and business model which promotes long term value for 
shareholders 
 
Brady is a provider of trading and risk management software for the Commodity and Energy markets. 
We provide complete solutions supporting the entire trading operation from capture of financial and 
physical trading, through risk management, handling of physical operations, back office financials and 
treasury settlement, for energy, refined and unrefined metals, soft commodities and agriculturals. Brady 



 

has 200+ customers worldwide, including some of the largest global financial institutions and 
corporations.  
Our purpose is to enable the development of the Commodity and Energy trading markets. We provide 
software solutions that enable our Commodity and Energy customers to optimize their trading processes 
and keep them ahead of market trends and regulatory compliance. 
We do this by: 

• Engaging with our customers, delivering on our commitments and providing excellent service 
• Encouraging innovation and attracting new customers with best in class solutions 
• Creating simplicity and efficiency in the organisation with systems and processes fit for business 

growth 
• Creating a high-performance, customer centric company, culture and leadership team 
• Creating a presence in the market which is readily visible, ubiquitous and engaged.  

Underpinning our strategy are the Brady core values of Trust, Collaboration and Innovation. 
 
In January 2017 we started a process of changing our business model from a predominantly upfront 
term license plus annual maintenance model to a SAAS type recurring annual fee that incorporates both 
a license and maintenance element. This change was necessary to make the business more competitive 
in the market and to make our revenues more predictable.  Currently recurring revenues represent 
approximately 70% of total annual revenues it is our intention to move this to at least 80% over a 5-year 
time horizon. 
 

 
Principle 2: Seek to understand and meet shareholder needs and expectations  
 
Brady values the views of its shareholders and recognises their interests in its strategy and performance.  
We seek to provide effective communications through our Interim and Annual Reports along with 
Regulatory News Service announcements. The Executive Chairman and Chief Financial Officer hold 
briefing meetings with analysts and institutional shareholders, primarily following the announcement of 
interim and preliminary results but also at other times during the year as may be suitable. For example, 
major shareholders were consulted through the recent period of considerable structural change and the 
new product- led strategy was presented in detail to investors at the Brady Capital Markets Day held in 
June this year. The Executive Chairman and Chief Financial Officer then provide feedback to the Board 
from the meetings with shareholders.  
During the year the Board is updated on shareholder expectations by its Nominated adviser and broker, 
Cenkos. The Board obtains formal feedback from analysts and institutional shareholders via Brady’s 
Financial PR adviser and other advisers. The Company also utilises an investor relations consultant, 
who regularly meets shareholders to obtain feedback and refer any comments or concerns shareholders 
may have.  
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) is regarded as an opportunity to meet, listen to and present to 
shareholders and their participation is encouraged; all Directors routinely attend the AGM and are 
available to meet shareholders individually or as a group.  
 



 

The main forums for communication with private investors are the Annual General Meeting and through 
the Annual Report and Financial Statements.  
The senior independent Director (Bob Beveridge – robert.beveridge@bradyplc.com) is available to meet 
shareholders who wish to raise any concerns that they have been unable to resolve through other 
channels and to attend meetings between management and major investors. 
 
To request any investor meetings please contact: martin.thorneycroft@bradyplc.com 
 

 
Principle 3: Take into account wider stakeholder and social responsibilities and their implications 
for long-term success 
 
The role of the Board is to ensure the Company delivers long term value for shareholders and 
stakeholders. In order to maintain strong and enduring relationships with our stakeholders, we must 
continually engage with them; this helps us make better business decisions to deliver on our 
commitments.  
To ensure the Board is kept up to date on the issues that matter most to our wider stakeholders and our 
business, the Board regularly receives feedback from these groups, enabling them to gain a better 
insight into operational issues and to understand and consider these in the Board’s decision-making. 
Aside from our shareholders, our customers and our employees are our most important stakeholder 
groups and the Board therefore closely monitors and reviews any feedback it receives, to ensure 
alignment of all interests.  
Employees 
Over the last eighteen months we have functionally integrated people from ten different locations, each 
with its own culture. The changes have been all-encompassing and challenging. During this time, we 
have: 

• completed full and interim ‘Employee Engagement Surveys’ using the feedback received to 
inform our People Strategy and the mid-year engagement check in to measure the success of 
our action plan.  

• finalised the reorganisation of the business which commenced in January 2017. As the changes 
are embedding into the business we are beginning to experience positive effects. For example, 
by reducing team sizes and the number of reports to a single manager we are seeing an increase 
in employee’s engagement with their managers (Engagement Survey Check-in Result July 2018) 

• collaborated with our people on a project to refresh the Brady Values. All of our employees had 
the opportunity to contribute to discussions on “Who we are as a business”, “What we stand for” 
and “How we can make Brady the best place to work now and into the future”. After a voting 
exercise we landed on the Brady Values that we have today – Trust, Collaboration and 
Innovation. 

• undertaken a review of the Employee Handbook across all locations in order to create a single 
resource that supports the “One Brady” culture that we encourage and communicates in a way 
that lives the Brady Values.  

• made changes to our Parental Leave Policy within the Employee Handbook, to support and 
incentivise women to return to their roles at Brady following their period of maternity leave and 
offer enhanced pay for fathers on paternity leave.  
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• removed a requirement for new hires to complete a period of probation to demonstrate the 
confidence we have in the quality of the talent we bring on board.  

• as a direct response to the Employee Engagement survey in 2017 we have implemented a Brady 
Leadership Programme - developed to equip our leaders with the skills and confidence to be the 
best that they can be at leading their teams and the business to continued success.  

Customers 
We are at the centre of our customers’ businesses and we are re-focusing on putting them at the centre 
of everything we do to provide them with a truly exceptional Brady experience. We have established a 
dedicated account management team to engage with our customers and work to anticipate their needs. 
We are committed to working with them to deliver on our commitments and to deliver lifetime customer 
value.  
Some key updates from the past year: 

• all customers have a dedicated account manager who acts as their voice within Brady and 
raises any issues or feedback through the Account Management reporting process. The 
Head of Account Management attends the fortnightly Operating Board meetings to escalate 
any concerns. 

• customer ‘User Groups’, forums and ‘Steering Committees’ are regularly held.  
• we have been actively working with customers to validate product requirements, acceptance 

criteria and the definition of ‘done’. 
• we have conducted a customer satisfaction and engagement survey. 

 

 
Principle 4: Embed effective risk management, considering both opportunities and threats, 
throughout the organization 
The Board believes that effective risk management is critical to the achievement of our strategic 
objectives and long-term sustained growth.   
Managing risk, audit and internal control  

The Board has overall accountability for ensuring that risk is effectively managed across the Group and 
the Audit Committee has responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the Group’s risk processes.  
The Board has overall   responsibility for the Group’s policies and procedures and for ensuring that they 
are in line with regulations and are sufficiently robust to ensure appropriate internal controls are 
maintained, while also providing a suitable framework within which the Group’s function can operate.  
The Group, in common with all businesses, could be affected by risks and uncertainties that may have a 
material effect on its business operations and achieving its strategic objectives including its business 
model, future performance, solvency or liquidity. Similarly, the risk management process and systems of 
internal control are designed to manage rather than eliminate the risk of failures to achieve the Group’s 
objectives. Where possible, the Group seeks to mitigate these risks through these internal controls, but 
this can only provide reasonable, and not absolute, assurance against material misstatement or loss. 
A system to identify, assess and evaluate business risk is embedded within the management process 
throughout the Group. Strategic risks and opportunities are regularly reviewed by the Board. Risks 
relating to the key activities within the Group are reviewed continuously and mitigation strategies 
implemented where appropriate. The Group carries out individual bid reviews prior to the commitment to 



 

any significant customer transaction or business commitment and carries out regular project steering 
reviews to monitor the delivery of ongoing customer projects. 
The Group’s operating procedures include a new single financial system which is now implemented 
group-wide and feeds financial and non-financial reporting to the Board. The new Operating Board 
structure was implemented during 2017 and this, combined with the introduction of common financial 
and time recording systems and processes, has led to significant improvements in transparency and 
control.  
There is a clear management structure operating throughout the Group with specific levels of 
responsibility and delegation of authorities and formal accounting policies and procedures and standard 
financial control procedures in place that are applicable to all areas of the Group. The CFO leads, on 
behalf of the Board, a comprehensive budgeting and financial reporting process involving review and 
approval of budgets by the Board, monthly monitoring of performance against these budgets and full 
investigation of variances. 
Due to the modest size of the Group, the Board is able to maintain a close direct control over all 
activities of the Group and does not believe it would be cost efficient to operate a separate internal audit 
function. However, a programme of peer review audits has been agreed by the Audit Committee to help 
assess the adequacy of these controls; this is being further developed during 2018. 
 
Standards and policies 

The Board is committed to maintaining appropriate standards for all of the Company’s business activities 
and ensuring that these standards are set out in written policies. Key examples of such standards and 
policies include the ‘Brady Code of Conduct’, ‘Antibribery and Corruption Policy’, ‘Staff Dealing Policy’, 
‘Equal Opportunities Policy’ and the ‘Whistleblowing Policy’. 
All of our policies are underpinned by our culture of Trust and are shared with and accessible to our 
employees on our Intranet site.  
This year we have: 

• undertaken a review of our handling of personal and sensitive personal data in line with the 
GDPR regulations. The project group made up of representatives from Product, HR, IT and Legal 
drove the company wide information audit, stakeholder awareness exercise and necessary 
procedural and contractual updates. This is a process of continuous review and improvement 
driven by legislative changes and best practice. 

• established common business processes systems and policies across all entities enhancing 
transparency, clarity and predictability whilst also minimising business risk from Finance, HR and 
IT perspectives. 

Risk Register 

A Business Risk Register detailing the principal risks and uncertainties, potential impacts and mitigations 
that are relevant to the Group as a provider of software products and associated services is maintained 
and reviewed regularly and a register of the principal risks and uncertainties is included in the Group’s 
Annual Report and Accounts.  
 
 
 
 



 

 
Code of Conduct  

Our Brady Code of Conduct, due to be adopted in 2018, underpins our ability to behave in a manner 
consistent with our values. It is not intended to provide an answer to every “what should I do here?” 
scenario, but rather provide a set of guiding principles and expectations for our conduct.  
 

 
Principle 5: Maintain the Board as a well- functioning, balanced team led by the chair 
The Board establishes the aims and objectives for the Company, approves the strategic direction and 
plans and the operating budgets proposed by the Executive Directors, and reviews performance against 
them. The Board provides entrepreneurial leadership within a framework of prudent and effective 
controls for risk assessment and management.  
The Board comprises the Executive Chairman, two independent Non-Executive Directors, one other 
Executive Director (the Chief Financial Officer) and the Company Secretary (the Chief Legal Officer). To 
lead the period of transition the Chairman continues in his executive role and to provide leadership to the 
executive team.  During 2018 we will recruit a Chief Executive Officer at which point the Chairman role 
will return to a non-executive role.  
Our senior independent Non-Executive Director, Bob Beveridge, has acted as a valuable, experienced 
sounding board to the Executive Chairman and other Directors during the year, and provided advice on 
board effectiveness during this period of considerable change. 
The Board is not dominated by one person or group; meetings are open and constructive, with every 
Director participating fully.  
We consider that the Non-Executive Directors are independent of management and exercise their duties 
in good faith, based on judgements informed by their personal knowledge, experience and skills. No 
equity-based incentives have been granted to Non-Executive Directors and there are no such plans for 
any such grants in the future. Bob Beveridge and Carmen Carey are therefore considered to be 
independent.  
During the year, each Director confirmed that they had no relationship or circumstance that could affect 
their judgement and the Board has satisfied itself that there is no compromise to the independence of 
those Directors who have appointments with external entities. 
 

 
Principle 6: Ensure that between them the directors have the necessary up-to-date experience, 
skills and capabilities 
The Non-Executive Directors are considered by the Board to be independent of management and have 
both a breadth and depth of skills and experience to fulfil their roles.  Details of all of the Directors’ 
experience and areas of expertise are outlined in the Annual Report and Financial Statements. The Non-
Executive Directors met during the year without the Executive Directors being present and maintain 
ongoing communications with the Executive Directors between formal meetings.  
The Directors of the Board are selected on the criteria of proven skill and ability in their field of 
endeavour, and a diversity of outlook and experience which directly benefits the operation of the Board 
as the custodian of the business. We acknowledge that gender diversity is a key element to broaden the 
contribution made to Board deliberations and include specific guidelines in this regard when recruiting.  



 

A review of Board skills and experience has identified the need for an additional Non-Executive Director 
with senior commodity sector experience and this will be addressed during the coming months. 
 
Providing information and support 

Board papers, including, as a minimum, management accounts, key financial and non-financial 
performance metrics, sales reports, product development and project delivery reports and transformation 
project reports are circulated before meetings, allowing time to consider and clarify key matters in 
advance of meetings if necessary. 
There is a positive, constructive relationship between Non-Executive and Executive Directors and Non-
Executive Directors have access to a broad range of people and information inside the Company. 
 
Independent advice 

All Directors have direct access to the Company Secretary, who is responsible for ensuring that Board 
procedures are followed and that the Company complies with all applicable rules, regulations and 
obligations governing its operations. The Directors are entitled to take independent legal advice if 
required and, if the Board is informed in advance, the cost of the advice will be reimbursed by the Group. 
 

 
Principle 7: Evaluate Board performance based on clear and relevant objectives, seeking 
continuous improvement. 
The effectiveness of the Board is vital to the success of the Company. During this period of rapid 
change, a small, agile and committed Board, with an appropriate balance of skills, experience and 
independence, has been of enormous value.  
The Executive Chairman, Ian Jenks, is responsible for the leadership of the Board and for the 
management and operation of the Company, and for developing the corporate strategy to advance long-
term shareholder value, supported by the management team. The Chairman is also responsible for 
creating the right Board dynamic and for ensuring that all important matters receive adequate time and 
attention at Board meetings.  
The open nature of Board relations has enabled Board effectiveness to develop during the year. A 
calendar of meetings and principal matters to be discussed is agreed at the beginning of each year. 
An internal review of Board effectiveness was carried out in January 2018 and identified opportunities for 
improvement in terms of agenda planning, timeliness of papers and customer market knowledge. Over 
the next 12 months, upon completion of the period of transition of the Company, we intend to review the 
Board performance evaluation process and the Board’s approach to succession planning. 
 

 
Principle 8: Promote a corporate culture that is based on ethical values and behaviours 
We recognise that the success of our business is determined by the quality of our people and the 
commitment of our customers. In order to continue to attract and retain innovative, collaborative and 
passionate people and grow our customer base it is vital that we all act and behave in a way that reflects 
our values and what we stand for as a business.  



 

The members of the Board lead by example by actively living the Brady Values. Our Directors are open 
to listening to the needs of the business and are willing to contribute and collaborate at all levels to 
ensure the decisions made at this level directly respond to and reflect the business needs. 
Examples of actions taken this year that support our Values of Trust, Collaboration and Innovation are:  

• the commencement of the Brady Awards as a means to celebrate and reward those that 
demonstrate the Company Values.  

• the implementation of the Brady Leadership Programme designed to support our leaders be 
the best leaders they can be through living and acting in alignment with our values in their 
day to day work.  

• the introduction of a new HR system to ensure accurate and effective management of 
employee data and performance, that is designed around the principles of collaboration and 
trust. It is intended to act as tool to support and empower our managers to best lead and 
grow their teams. The system’s performance functionality is designed to support the business 
to move away from staged annual reviews to a model of continuous conversations to 
encourage performance improvement in a timelier manner.  
 

 
Principle 9: Maintain governance structures and processes that are fit for purpose and support 
good decision-making by the Board.  
Being responsible and accountable as a Board 

The open nature of Board relations has enabled Board effectiveness to develop during the year. A 
calendar of meetings and principal matters to be discussed is agreed at the beginning of each year. The 
Board meets at least seven times each year in accordance with its meeting calendar. In addition to 
regular agenda items, over the past year the Board has discussed in depth strategic options and the 
results of a second staff survey.  
There is a schedule of matters specifically reserved for Board approval, including strategic operating 
plans and annual budgets, major capital expenditure and financial commitments, changes to the Group 
structure and capital, approval of dividends and formal shareholder communications. The Board also 
reviews the financial performance on a regular basis. The Board delegates the day-to-day management 
of the business to the Executive Directors. 
Matters considered at all Board meetings include a report from the Executive Directors on strategic and 
business developments and the latest available management accounts. Where applicable, the Board 
receives reports from the Nomination, Audit and Remuneration Committees. 
 
Board Committees and Secretary 

The Board delegates authority to three committees – the Audit Committee, the Remuneration Committee 
and the Nomination Committee - to assist in meeting its business objectives while ensuring a sound 
system of internal control and risk management. The committees meet independently of Board 
meetings. Terms of reference for the committees are published on the Group’s website 
(www.bradyplc.com). The committees have the necessary skills and knowledge to discharge their duties 
effectively.  
 
 



 

 
The Audit Committee 

The Audit Committee’s responsibilities include the review of the scope, results and effectiveness of the 
external audit, the review of half-year and annual accounts, and the review of the Company’s risk 
management and internal control systems. The Audit Committee has two members, Bob Beveridge 
(Chairman) and Carmen Carey. The Chief Financial Officer and external auditor attend meetings by 
invitation. 
 
The Remuneration Committee 

The Remuneration Committee is responsible for setting the remuneration arrangements, including short 
term bonus and long-term incentives, for Executive Directors. Specific responsibilities also include the 
review of share option schemes and their rules as well as recommendations to the Board of specific 
issuances of share options. The Remuneration Committee received advice from an independent advisor 
on remuneration policy and Directors’ remuneration. The Remuneration Committee has two members, 
Bob Beveridge and Carmen Carey. In January 2018, Carmen took over the role of Chairman from Bob 
Beveridge. 
 
The Nomination Committee 

The Nomination Committee considers succession planning, reviews the structure, size and composition 
of the Board and nominates candidates to fill Board vacancies. The Nomination Committee has three 
members, Ian Jenks (Chairman), Bob Beveridge and Carmen Carey. It has met this year to consider the 
candidates for the Chief Executive role and the specification and candidates for the additional Non-
Executive Director role. 

Company Secretary 

Rebecca Wright, the Group’s Chief Legal Officer, is Company Secretary to Brady plc and provides a 
range of services to the Board including advising Directors in relation to their statutory duties and 
responsibilities, drafting Board and shareholder resolutions for all transactions, maintaining statutory 
registers, preparing and filing all Companies House forms and organising general meetings of 
shareholders. 
 

Principle 10: Communicate how the company is governed and is performing by maintaining a 
dialogue with shareholders and other relevant stakeholders 
Brady values the views of its shareholders and recognises their interests in its strategy and performance. 
The Executive Chairman and Chief Financial Officer hold briefing meetings with analysts and institutional 
shareholders, primarily following the announcement of interim and preliminary results but also at other 
times during the year as may be suitable. The Executive Chairman and Chief Financial Officer provide 
feedback to the Board from meetings with shareholders. The Board also obtains formal feedback from 
analysts and institutional shareholders via Brady’s Financial PR adviser and other advisers. 
Communication with private investors is through the Annual Report and Financial Statements and the 
Annual General Meeting.  
A range of corporate and financial information (including all Company announcements and 
presentations) is also available to shareholders, investors and the public on the Company’s website, 
www.bradyplc.com, which is regularly updated. 
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